Version of rummy where you hold all cards until you win
Spanish for "one"; draw two, draw four and reverse
Children's game where the highest card flipped over wins
Soldiers may use special card __ to learn to identify the enemy
__ cards can help students learn math, language and other topics
Win with two pair, four of a kind, or a royal flush
Lay straights or three of a kind for points, or add to other's plays
One of the most popular games, but it won't cross a river
"Have any sixes?", "No, ___ ___"
Avoid __ and the queen of spades, unless you're shooting the moon
Do you recall where the matching card was on the table?
A magician may amaze you with his card __
Whist was very popular in past generations and is still common in __
Trade cards, but don't get stuck with the ___ ___ in the end
Cards with Japanese anime characters for playing or trading
Magic, Star Wars, and Yu-Gi-Oh are ___ card games
___ and other sports have collectible cards for trading
The right cards will move your pegs around the wooden board
Arrange cards in three pyramids in this solitaire game
Played with a special deck, or two; lay your meld and pick up tricks
Get as close as you can to 21 without going over
Generic term for a game played by yourself
Match suits and numbers, unless you have an eight
Game of speed limits and traffic hazards; French for "milestones"
Popular version of poker from the Lone Star State
Poker version where you don't get to change cards: __ __
More of a mess than a card game; don't leave any on the floor
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